Reading proposal* for the System Collaboration Blog Book
Introduction to the System Collaboration Blog Book

The way of working history, part 1-5

Transforming your organisation with common sense, part 1-6

The importance of having the same vocabulary, part 1-4

The pillars of Lean thinking, part 1-3

WIP Inventories are great Flow Eff. enablers in Lean Prod.

Solving complex problems in software development, part 1-6

How to boost your organisational problem-solving ability part 1-9

The beauty of negating our principles to become root causes

Time to dig into our principles
Are you stuck in a rabbit whole - introduction

Dissolution of problems in Complex Adaptive Systems, part 1-4

Our first principles

The Product value flow in the Cynefin™ Framework, part 1-4

Finding the root causes to queues

Principles from ”activities with interdepend.”, part 1-3

Elaboration of queues

Principles from ”People that interact”, part 1-3

Human science, part 1-2

Principles from ”to solve”, part 1-8

Our ability to solve problems
Organisational clogging, part 1-7

Our set of principles gives us great opportunities

Finding the root causes to too many people in the projects
The cont. of filling in the Prefilled Root Cause An. Map, part 1-10

Dr. Russell Ackoff’s list of antisys. (sub-op.) methods, part 1-8
Now we have completed our set of principles for a ...

Our total system definition for a flourishing organisation

What our set of principles implicate and not ..., part 1-3

Sequential or parallel, which is the best?, part 1-6

Our completed Prefilled Root Cause Analysis Map

Flow Efficiency, part 1-5
Aggregation vs. Integration
WIP Limits in Agile devel. are sub-optimising our organisation
The New New Prod. Dev. Game in our set of prin, part 1-5
TDSD - The first trembling step to our Methods, part 1-5
*It is also a myriad of links within the blog book not shown above, to specific blog
posts, for the possibility to deepen the understanding about a specific subject.

Wrap-up of the System Collaboration Blog Book

main track

deep dives/examples etc.
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